
When it comes to Fixed Indexed Annuities, 
insurance professionals and their clients 
have a multitude of index interest crediting 
strategies and alternative indices to choose 
from. At Reliance Standard, we try to keep  
life simple by using one widely recognized 
equity index, the S&P 500®1, and simple index 
interest crediting strategies.

All index interest strategies offer the 
opportunity for interest earnings above and 
beyond that of traditional fixed annuities or 
other short term fixed income alternatives. 
Different types of index interest strategies  
will produce different returns, depending  
on the performance of the S&P 500®1 index 
over each contract year. 

The Annual Point to Point Participation 
Rate strategy offers the potential for greater 
interest earnings than many other index 
interest strategies. With the participation rate 
strategy, the interest earnings for a contract 
year are equal to the positive change for the 
S&P 500®1 index multiplied by a participation 
rate. With a cap rate strategy, the interest 
earnings for a contract year are equal to the 
positive change for the S&P 500®1, up to the 
cap rate. During a contract year when the 
S&P 500®1 index has a high return, the interest 
credited will typically be higher using the 
participation rate strategy than it would be 
using a cap rate strategy.

The chart to the right shows the historical 
performance of the participation rate and 
cap rate annual point to point index interest 
strategies using Reliance Standard’s current 
participation rate and cap rate. As shown 
in the chart, the participation rate strategy 
would have provided a competitive return 
over the last 5, 10, 15 and 20 year periods and 
illustrates the greater interest earnings the 
participation rate strategy would have earned.

As with any historical illustration, past performance does not indicate or provide any guarantee or assurance of future results. Economic conditions and financial market 
performance can and do vary significantly over time. While the participation and cap rates utilized in this illustration consist of Reliance Standard’s current rates, they do 
not represent the rates that were actually in effect during the period illustrated. Reliance Standard has the right to adjust participation and cap rates on an annual basis; 
accordingly, there is no guarantee that the rates utilized in the illustration will apply in future periods. Rates current as of  and are subject to change.

1  S&P 500 is a trademark of The McGraw-Hill Companies Inc., and must be licensed for use. S&P index-linked products are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or 
promoted by Standard & Poor’s and Standard & Poor’s makes no representation regarding the advisability of purchasing these products.
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Annuities are products of the insurance industry and are not insured by the  
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), or any Governmental Agency.

NO BANK GUARANTEE NOT A DEPOSIT MAY LOSE VALUE

The Keystone Index™ 10 Annuity

Annual Point to Point Participation 
Rate Index Interest Strategy
An Opportunity for Greater Potential Returns
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	Premium: $100,000
	YrEnd0: 12/31/1995
	SPIAR0: 34.11%
	PRII0: 15.01%
	PRAV0: $115,009
	CRII0: 5.75%
	CRAV0: $105,750
	YrEnd1: 12/31/1996
	SPIAR1: 20.26%
	PRII1: 8.92%
	PRAV1: $125,263
	CRII1: 5.75%
	CRAV1: $111,831
	YrEnd2: 12/31/1997
	SPIAR2: 31.01%
	PRII2: 13.64%
	PRAV2: $142,353
	CRII2: 5.75%
	CRAV2: $118,261
	YrEnd3: 12/31/1998
	SPIAR3: 26.67%
	PRII3: 11.73%
	PRAV3: $159,057
	CRII3: 5.75%
	CRAV3: $125,061
	YrEnd4: 12/31/1999
	SPIAR4: 19.53%
	PRII4: 8.59%
	PRAV4: $172,723
	CRII4: 5.75%
	CRAV4: $132,252
	YrEnd5: 12/31/2000
	SPIAR5: -10.14%
	PRII5: 0.00%
	PRAV5: $172,723
	CRII5: 0.00%
	CRAV5: $132,252
	YrEnd6: 12/31/2001
	SPIAR6: -13.04%
	PRII6: 0.00%
	PRAV6: $172,723
	CRII6: 0.00%
	CRAV6: $132,252
	YrEnd7: 12/31/2002
	SPIAR7: -23.37%
	PRII7: 0.00%
	PRAV7: $172,723
	CRII7: 0.00%
	CRAV7: $132,252
	YrEnd8: 12/31/2003
	SPIAR8: 26.38%
	PRII8: 11.61%
	PRAV8: $192,771
	CRII8: 5.75%
	CRAV8: $139,856
	YrEnd9: 12/31/2004
	SPIAR9: 8.99%
	PRII9: 3.96%
	PRAV9: $200,399
	CRII9: 5.75%
	CRAV9: $147,898
	YrEnd10: 12/31/2005
	SPIAR10: 3.00%
	PRII10: 1.32%
	PRAV10: $203,045
	CRII10: 3.00%
	CRAV10: $152,337
	YrEnd11: 12/31/2006
	SPIAR11: 13.62%
	PRII11: 5.99%
	PRAV11: $215,213
	CRII11: 5.75%
	CRAV11: $161,096
	YrEnd12: 12/31/2007
	SPIAR12: 3.53%
	PRII12: 1.55%
	PRAV12: $218,555
	CRII12: 3.53%
	CRAV12: $166,782
	YrEnd13: 12/31/2008
	SPIAR13: -38.49%
	PRII13: 0.00%
	PRAV13: $218,555
	CRII13: 0.00%
	CRAV13: $166,782
	YrEnd14: 12/31/2009
	SPIAR14: 23.45%
	PRII14: 10.32%
	PRAV14: $241,110
	CRII14: 5.75%
	CRAV14: $176,372
	YrEnd15: 12/31/2010
	SPIAR15: 12.78%
	PRII15: 5.62%
	PRAV15: $254,671
	CRII15: 5.75%
	CRAV15: $186,513
	YrEnd16: 12/31/2011
	SPIAR16: 0.00%
	PRII16: 0.00%
	PRAV16: $254,671
	CRII16: 0.00%
	CRAV16: $186,513
	YrEnd17: 12/31/2012
	SPIAR17: 13.41%
	PRII17: 5.90%
	PRAV17: $269,693
	CRII17: 5.75%
	CRAV17: $197,238
	YrEnd18: 12/31/2013
	SPIAR18: 29.60%
	PRII18: 13.02%
	PRAV18: $304,819
	CRII18: 5.75%
	CRAV18: $208,579
	YrEnd19: 12/31/2014
	SPIAR19: 11.39%
	PRII19: 5.01%
	PRAV19: $320,096
	CRII19: 5.75%
	CRAV19: $220,572
	YrEnd20: 12/31/2015
	SPIAR20: -0.73%
	PRII20: 0.00%
	PRAV20: $320,096
	CRII20: 0.00%
	CRAV20: $220,572
	YrEnd21: 12/31/2016
	SPIAR21: 9.54%
	PRII21: 4.20%
	PRAV21: $333,525
	CRII21: 5.75%
	CRAV21: $233,255
	PR: 44.00%
	CR: 5.75%
	CARPR1: 6.07%
	CARCR1: 4.57%
	CARPR2: 5.18%
	CARCR2: 3.99%
	CARPR3: 5.06%
	CARCR3: 4.24%
	CARPR4: 4.78%
	CARCR4: 3.74%
	RateDate: 04/02/19
	YrEnd22: 12/31/2017
	SPIAR22: 19.42%
	PRII22: 8.54%
	PRAV22: $362,024
	CRII22: 5.75%
	CRAV22: $246,667


